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From a global view of claims management to our regional and local knowledge of claims processes and regulatory requirements, we
have comprehensive experience in claims management.
We can provide operational support to the processing, management, and adjudication of claims and ensure efficiency and accuracy,
even for high claims volumes across multiple lines of business in property/casualty insurance.
That’s why our clients rely on us for the execution of all claims activities — from the intake, acknowledgment, and set-up of FNOL to
reserving, disbursing, posting, and reconciling payments.

EVERY CLAIM IS COVERED
We cover all the operational steps of the claims lifecycle, including:

Claim Acknowledgment
and Registration

Loss-Run
Management and
Reporting

Payment and
Coding

File
Closure
Payment
Investigation and
Evaluation

Adjuster/Examiner
License Tracking

In addition, we can also provide catastrophe response and management services from pre-event planning to FNOL call handling and adjuster
assignments, to post-event claims check processing, proof of repairs, and customer satisfaction follow-up.
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YES. WE CONSULT, TOO.
Our claims services also extend to consulting, especially as it pertains to administration and management strategy. So, whether you
need a 360-degree view of your existing “as is” process or program; an audit of your loss history; a review of your providersthird
party relationships, or a look at your existing technology landscape, we can help improve those operations and reduce your overall
claims costs. Regardless of what you need — from the tactical execution of claims activities to the strategic overhaul of your claims
operations — we’ve done it. And we’re ready to do it for you.
CONTACT US today to find out how we can help you minimize your risks and mitigate your losses.

